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Tarim is the setting of a forty day Dowra (intensive course in traditional Islamic sciences) that was

attended by Ethar El-Katatney in summer 2008 for the purpose of religious learning and self

development. This photo-diary weaves together her life-changing experiences, the fascinating

people that she met, the historic places she visited and a few of the pearls of wisdom that were

passed onto her by the respected scholars that she was privileged enough to spend time with. The

reader is given a portrait of a place where real Islam has penetrated the heart of the people and is

truly a way of life.
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Tarim is the setting of a forty day Dowra (intensive course in traditional Islamic sciences) that was

attended by Ethar El-Katatney in summer 2008 for the purpose of religious learning and self

development. This photo-diary weaves together her life-changing experiences, the fascinating

people that she met, the historic places she visited and a few of the pearls of wisdom that were

passed onto her by the respected scholars that she was privileged enough to spend time with. The

reader is given a portrait of a place where real Islam has penetrated the heart of the people and is

truly a way of life.

was used for a school report had lots of info that could be pulled from the book



It gives me an insight on how Tarim is like- its natural landscape, the people and also the way of life.

Perfect for those student of knowledge who wishes to study there.

this i the authors accounto of her visit i8n 2008 toTarim (a city situated in easrernYemen) to

complete a Darwa an intensivve course of traditional Islamic sciencewhich would improve her

religiooslearning and self development.Written as a 40 day diary the author describes her religious

experiances,visite the historic pplaces and the wisdomshe receivd.Islam at Tarimis a way of life

adopted by the auuthor.Quite good if you like this type of book.

Alhamdoulillah, the book is an experience in itself. I will work to become a better person after

reading it and will make the world better, Insha Allah. Thank you Ethar. You will find "I have no

words" many times when the author talks about Tarim and its people. Allow me to borrow "I have no

words" but only stars to rate this book. Ya Allah, end the war in Yemen, Aammeen.
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family's health - your living time - and to make your spouse only expects to be home after work.
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